

1. CALL TO ORDER
   The meeting was called to order at 3:18pm.

2. Approval of Agenda for September 18, 2018
   The agenda for September 18, 2018 was approved as amended striking 7.5 and replacing it with adding Mayor Mark Meadows as an information session regarding the East Lansing Tax issue.

3. Approval of Draft Minutes for April 24, 2017
   The minutes for April 24, 2017 were approved as distributed.

4. Interim President’s Remarks: Interim President Engler
   Not present at start of meeting.

5. Provost’s Remarks: Dr. June Youatt
   Provost Youatt reported on an action taken last Spring Semester by ASMSU. She said ASMSU passed a resolution indicating that they would like to see the creation of a new position on campus, a Dean of Students, who would manage some of the conduct processes
for both the disciplinary procedures, as well as those procedures related to academic integrity, so that those responsibilities would be joined and be overseen by a third party. She noted that to that end, a job description is currently being developed. Provost Youatt stated that she and Dr. Maybank have reviewed one draft, but nothing has been finalized yet, including a firm job description. She added that additional conversations need to be conducted, in addition to the job description created, so that the Office of the Dean of Students could begin to be formed, as it involves integrating processes in two different offices. She said that, initially, an Interim Dean could be appointed, after which a post could be filled permanently. Provost Youatt wanted the University Council to know that action was being taken, and that a response was being made to what most people saw as a very productive recommendation by ASMSU.

6. **Chairperson’s Remarks**: Dr. Rob LaDuca

Dr. LaDuca welcomed everyone to a new academic year of University Council. He said that it was his honor to serve as Chair of the Steering Committee and the Faculty Senate. He stated that he wanted to make himself available by email, phone, and individually, to help facilitate issues moving forward in University Council.

Dr. LaDuca stated that MSU is entering a time where shared governance matters more than ever before. He said that there might have been times in the past when University Council meetings were a moment to check one’s email, write recommendation letters, work at some research writing, sip some coffee, and just go through the motions of attendance. However, he added, MSU is at a juncture in the University where our concern for the institution has to come to the forefront, whether individual members are deans, faculty, students, staff, or advisers. He said that the MSU community must pull together and make Academic Governance matter more.

Dr. LaDuca said he thinks that the University power structures are ripe to have more input from various stakeholders, adding that it is a matter of us to “seize that moment”. He stated that he wants everyone to engage in the process, as much as possible, including himself. He noted that he looks forward to working with everyone, especially in this transition year, as the University seeks a new President for the University, someone who is going to lead us out of the darkness that has transpired, while never forgetting about that same darkness.

7. **NEW BUSINESS**

7.1. **Academic Specialists and FRIB as Voting Members, Election Procedures**, Tyler Silvestri, UCAG Vice Chairperson

Tyler Silvestri, the Vice-Chair of UCAG, stated that he was filling in for Dr. Tickner today. He stated that despite the fact that members of the FRIB and Academic Specialists have representation on the Faculty Senate, and have selected representatives for those seats. The problem, he notes, is that nowhere in the University Bylaws does it state that there is a specified way for these individuals to be selected.
A motion was made for ASAC and FRIB to develop their own bylaws language for the election processes and was seconded. The motion carried.

7.2. University Committee on Curriculum (UCC) Report, Professor Marci Mechtel, UCC Chairperson (Long Report, click on Link)

Dr. Mechtel stated that, as presented to Faculty Senate last week, this Report comes from the end of the last academic year, the approval from UCC for programs. She reported that there were new approved Programs: an Accounting B.A.-M.S. linked Program, effective Fall Semester of 2018; a Construction Management B.S.-M.S. linked Program, effective Summer Semester of 2018; and a new Teaching and Nursing Graduate Certificate Program, effective Fall Semester of 2018. She added that an additional 31 program changes and six course deletions were approved.

Dr. Mechtel also reported that, regarding course approvals, the UCC approved 119 new courses, including the Math 103 A and B courses, which were designed to help with student success, were approved for Fall Semester of 2018. She noted that 70 course changes and 31 course deletions were also approved. Regarding the discontinuation of Programs, primarily these include the Agriculture Technology Certificate Programs, effective Summer Semester of 2018: Applied Plant Science, Beef Cattle Management, and Grounds Management and Swine Management. She added that effective Summer Semester 2019, Landscape and Lawn Management has been discontinued, and a B.S. in Computational Chemistry will be discontinued, effective Spring Semester of 2021. She concluded her report by stating that links to both the short and the long report in the agenda are available.

A motion to approve the UCC Report was made and seconded. The motion carried.

7.3. IT Centralization Process and Fielding Questions, Rob McCurdy, Associate Vice President, Technology Services and Chief Information Officer

Rob McCurdy stated that IT Services wants to enable student success through innovation. At the end of the day, MSU’s IT exists for research, education, and outreach, and IT has always been looking for better ways to fulfill that goal. Regarding past performance, he notes that IT can always do better. He said that customer service is very important, and that his office has reached out for input from stakeholders from across the University, for advice on how to improve IT Services. He noted that Edu roam is now live, which means that when you are traveling to another university, you can sign on to wireless using Edu roam. He also noted that the MSU mobile app is also now live, which was developed in collaboration with ASMSU. He stated that Resident Halls now have Wi-Fi, and that the use of Amazon Web Services, as part of a University-wide contract, has greatly assisted researchers at MSU. He said that Service Status is now live, which provides email alerts and, lastly, he reported that an enhanced VPN is being developed, which will assist MSU faculty traveling to other countries using the internet, who don’t want their communications policed by those countries. Discussion ensued.
7.4. **Presidential Search Committee Update, Mary Finn, Director, Criminal Justice, Trustee Dianne Byrum, and Trustee Melanie Foster**

Dr. Finn stated that she was very honored to be selected as the Faculty representative to the Search Committee, adding that she was one of six faculty that were nominated, elected by the MSU Faculty on campus. She said that in her role as representing the MSU Faculty as a whole, she also wanted to make certain that her actions pay honor to those five other faculty members, who were also nominated, but did not get the opportunity to serve.

She reported that a meeting of the Presidential Search Committee was held the first week of September. At that meeting, she noted that there was a discussion of the values moving forward that are critical to any search. One of these values, she noted, has to do with the importance of confidentiality of individuals who are applying or being nominated for the position, as well as continuing to hold in the forefront of, in the Search Committee’s minds, the importance of inclusivity and diversity in the approach that is taken with both recruiting, and identifying qualified candidates.

Dr. Finn said that the Search Committee received training from the Office of Diversity and Cultural Initiatives. In addition, the Search Committee engaged in a training session from the Relationship Violence and Sexual Misconduct Workgroup, which is a group of experts on campus who have been impaneled by the President to help heal the community. She stated that each member of the Presidential Search Committee was required to sign an agreement of confidentiality, in order to maintain the confidentiality of the Presidential candidates. The copy of that statement is available on the Presidential Search website, she added. She reported that one of the key aspects of the Search Committee is that we attend input sessions that are being held throughout the campus. That gives the opportunity, she noted, for different colleges and different constituencies to provide input to us as members of the Search Committee around three key questions. She said that these questions have been posted on the website, and they have been shared with the individuals who have been helping the Co-Chairs of the Search Committee coordinate the input sessions.

Board of Trustees member, Melanie Foster, reported that there are four Trustees that serve on the Search Committee. She stated that in selecting the 19 members to serve on the Search Committee, the Search Committee wanted a very diverse representation of Michigan State University. There are three alumni that serve on the Search Committee, and several colleges are represented as well. She added that three MSU alumni are on the Search Committee, one being a woman named Linda Hubbard, who is the President of Carhartt of Michigan. She said that that Search Committee also has Mark Murray as a member, who is the former President of Grand Valley State University, and who is currently on the Board of the Meijer Company. Also included on the Search Committee are David Porteous, who is a Trustee Emeriti of Michigan State University and serves on the College of Law Board here at Michigan State, a staff representative Deb Bittner, two Deans, and an undergraduate and graduate student from MSU. In addition, she stated that the Search Committee has scheduled
approximately 20 listening sessions, which is unprecedented in Presidential Searches. She noted that the Search Committee conducted their first input session last night, and that it was with student athletes. Regarding the process of receiving input from the MSU community, one can go to the Presidential website to provide comments, which insures anonymity. Discussion ensued:

Dr. Robert Ofoli, from the College of Engineering, stated: “I brought up the question last time that I saw the setup of the Vommittee as representing a significant conflict of interest, because the Board of Trustees have the Constitutional right to pick the President. But I was shocked that half of the Board of Trustees are also in the Search Committee. I brought it up last time, and maybe I misunderstood you, Trustee Byrum, but I thought what you said was essentially that it was your fiduciary duty to serve on a Committee. I went back and I looked at your By-Laws, and there's no place in the By-Laws where it describes one of the processes of searching for a President is the Board of Trustees serving on the Search Committee. My problem, MSU got into some of these problems because we could not stay away from conflicts of interest, people who should not be doing things being in situations where they were doing those things. I've become really, really sensitive to the idea that we should avoid conflict of interest in all cases. When half the Trustees are going to select the final group of candidates, and then the Trustees are going to determine which of those candidates are endorsed as President, I think it's a conflict of interest and it's also a little bit like you guys are serving as both judge and jury. I don't think that's right.”

Dr. Andaluna Borcila, from James Madison College, stated: “I'm going to say some things here, just a few, that were also said at Faculty Senate. I don't want to occupy too much time, but I think that they have to be said again because we as a faculty have a responsibility to ask for an open, transparent, and legitimate process, because selecting the President of this University will impact our lives and the lives of our students, our lives for a very long time if we're still here. Hopefully, we will be. But I know that this is a forum in which students can talk, and I'm grateful they're talking. I'm hoping that this will be a forum in which actually deans can talk and signal the many problems with the process and this search.

Dr. Borcila stated “No matter which Presidential search guidelines one follows, whether it's the AAU or the AAUP, I have a preference for the AAUP, it is quite clear that in order to have a successful search, the community needs to have trust in the process. We as a faculty have a responsibility to ask for an open and transparent and inclusive search process, like the ones that over a thousand people signed on with the petition, and Faculty Senate endorsed, because many members of our community do not trust the Board, but also because of the way in which this search has unfolded, which has exacerbated the lack of trust. The board says it's following AAU guidelines, but some might argue that you have violated these guidelines, and some might say, if they were more generous, that you follow them at a bare minimum. For instance, we as a faculty elected five, six representatives. We have one. That would be a bare minimum. A bare minimum. Students, 40,000 undergraduates, one student. They didn't even get to elect their student. They obviously know the guidelines very well from AAU. Graduate students, one student. [The] majority of faculty on this Search Committee are, in fact, administrators. Let me quote President Engler from a Faculty
Senate meeting: ‘But deans were once faculty.’ By that logic, faculty were once students. Students, you can rejoice because you have some people on this. Now, this logic either basically illustrates a lack of understanding of different positionalities within MSU, or it is a very, very cynical response to our faculty and students’ demands for shared governance. I'm going to let you pick which one of these things you think it illustrates. We as a faculty have an obligation to signal this, but our Deans have been talking in many interviews, including in a letter that they signed, which I very much appreciate, about the need for this top-down structure at MSU to end, and the need for a paradigm shift. How? At this juncture, can we have a Committee for the President that inspires no trust? I don't know. Will administrators also push back against the problems with this process and this committee, and ask for a transparent and inclusive process that we can trust so we can have our president? Thank you.” Discussion ensued.

Professor Deborah Moriarty, from the College of Music, stated: “Last week at Faculty Senate, I brought up the voting, how the Search Committee would be voting, and realizing, as people have mentioned, that the Search Committee is, and this is what it's going to be. The At-Large Members sent an email suggesting that perhaps a solution to what seems to be a perceived conflict of interest with the Board of Trustees being on the Search Committee is to have the voting members of the Search Committee put forward ... Not including the four members of the Board of Trustees, to have the rest of the Search Committee be the voting members who would then put forward a list to the Board of Trustees. I wondered if that was being considered. This was a suggestion from Jennifer Johnson, who is one of the At-Large Members.” Discussion ensued.

Dr. Jennifer Johnson from the College of Human Medicine stated: “I just wanted to follow up on the suggestion. First of all, let me say I've seen a little bit of the process, because I was one of the six selected, but from as far as I can tell, you guys are going way above and beyond to do everything you know how to deal on top of your day jobs. I just want to tell you, as somebody who's been here and plans to be here, I appreciate it. Are there things, whatever, if I was in charge, I might do different? Yeah, but I just want to say I see the effort. I see the effort, the dedication, and I don't understand how you're doing it on top of your day jobs, and I appreciate it. I just wanted to say thank you. The context for the Board being nonvoting members was in that light, and that the composition of the Committee is what it is. It's the culture within the University. I don't know is the culture elsewhere, because I've never been outside the University. For example, I Chair two searches, but my unit Chief isn't on the Search Committee and, as a matter of fact, not supposed to be. The Committee makes recommendations and she decides. It's separated. I don't know if that's the culture outside of academia, but it is the culture in the University. My suggestion about the Board being nonvoting members, given that they're getting a vote once they ... You know what I mean? Once this six or whatever candidates go up was just ... I thought it was something that would make it look better to folks in the University that doesn't really cost you much at this point. You know what I mean? That was really the context, is trying to help find a solution that would help make it look better. The Committee is what it is, but I think it would look better to folks. Just for what it's worth, that's the context. Thanks for trying to help us get a good President.”
Dr. Johnson continued: “I am new to the Faculty Senate, University Council, so I'm just going to say what I say with that caveat. But I am a licensed clinical psychologist and it does seem like ... There's a lot of frustration and pain in the University. It's legitimate. I feel it. A lot of you have been fighting to try to make the University processes better and more transparent for a lot longer than I have. I guess that is easy for somebody to say first coming in. But I guess I think we're more effective advocating with people making decisions when we can present solutions, in addition to the frustration, specific things they can do because sometimes it seems like ... I'm not talk about this meeting, I'm talking about a bunch of meetings together. Folks just don't always know what to do with it. If we can tell them what to do with it, they may or may not do it, I don't know. Like I said, maybe I'm naïve. I just came. But I think to the extent we can give them specific things we want to see, we might get more of it. That's all. Thank you.”

Bree Holtz, from the College of Communication Arts and Sciences stated: “I want to thank all the students for getting up and voicing their opinion. What I would like to remind the students is that there are two open Board positions. If you can have all of your student representatives vote in November, that would be great. That is one way that you will have your voices heard. Thank you.”

Ben Horne, from ASMSU and Lyman Briggs, stated: “With regards to that, I think from the student side, that's something that is said a lot and it's something that we try to focus on. When we have ASMSU meetings, we actually pass a specific makeup for that. We propose solutions a lot, but they're so often ignored that it gets tiresome, it gets old when we have all of this going on and we are so often ignored and overlooked.”

Colin Wiebrecht stated: “I'd just like to add to that. Hope this isn't an off-topic, but I sat in this very room at a University Council meeting. I believe it was four years ago when we were first under investigation by the Office of Civil Rights. I listened as President Simon brushed it off and dismissed it as just a realignment of MSU's policies with the new updated policies. That was also the same semester in which they selected George Will to be a graduation speaker. A lot of times, we as the students just don't really get our voices heard; we just get a lot of tone-deaf responses. In regards to the assurance that they're going to look for skeletons in the closet, we can find out the fact that they selected John Engler as Interim President, and his skeleton is right out in the open, with mishandling sexual assault allegations in women's prisons in the State of Michigan, that led to a huge settlement that the state had to pay out. If his comments over the past couple of months are any indication, I don't know if they're really going to look at skeletons in the closet. Hopefully, they will with the permanent President, but if their actions on the Interim President and the quick selection is any indication, the students are really frustrated. Enough is enough.”

Dr. Borcila stated: “I would like to just briefly thank you for your comment, but also to say that, at this institution, for a long time, from my perspective ... And maybe I haven't been here long enough. I've just been here for 15 years, I think. I forgot. But I think that very much of what used to be business as usual was to just politely suggest indirectly something that could be done, which was brushed off, that the practice of speaking up and speaking out are really crucial at this point as we move forward, and
that having faculty and students have voice and continue to express and really call things out when they're just not right, that should be encouraged. We can act on multiple fronts, but I think that amplifying actually the voice is not a wrong thing to do. It's actually a very right thing to do. We have a responsibility to do that because we failed our students. Strategically, there are many things one can do or can't do. We don't know if this Board will respond to us. I don't think speaking nicer or not saying what we think is going to have the impact we want. In the meantime, I do think that we have a responsibility to actually say what we think. If we ask and it's not done, I made this comment at one point before, those of us who, and I have been in marginalized situations, know we keep having to ask for the right thing, but if we don't, who's going to ask? Even if they're not going to give us what we ask for, we have a responsibility to ask. Thank you. That's my position.”

7.5. Information Session with Mayor Mark Meadows Regarding the East Lansing City Income Tax impacts on MSU faculty, staff, advisors and students

Time ran out and this was not discussed. This is tabled for October 16.

8. Comments from the floor

Ben Horne, from ASMSU and Lyman Briggs, said: “I think from the students side, that's something that is said a lot and it's something that we try to focus on. When we have ASMSU meetings, we actually pass a specific makeup for that. We propose solutions a lot, but they're so often ignored that it gets tiresome, it gets old when we have all of this going on and we are so often ignored and overlooked.”

Dr. Jennifer Johnson, from the College of Human Medicine, said: “I just wanted to be really clear on what I said. I'm not saying don't speak up, I'm not saying don't be mad, I'm not saying don't be direct, I'm not saying don't ... You know what I mean? There is a time for all of that. I'm just saying, at the end, when you're doing political advocacy or advertising, what do you do about it? I'm just saying at the end of all the, ‘I hate that you did this, this, this, and this. This is wrong,’ et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, ‘Please do X.’ Just to make sure that that's always at the end. That's what I'm saying. I hear the students that they do that and it doesn't always get them somewhere and that ... Yeah, that was all, just to make it actionable, whatever we're trying to do.”

9. ADJOURNMENT

A motion to adjourn the meeting was made, and was seconded. The motion carried. 5:57 p.m.

Standing Committee Reports and Advisory Council Committee Reports:

University Committee on Academic Governance (UCAG)
University Committee on Undergraduate Education (UCUE)
University Committee on Graduate Studies (UCGS) - pending
University Committee on Student Affairs (UCSA) - pending

Other Committees Reporting to the University Council for 2017-2018:

Athletic Council – Pending
University Committee on Honors Program (UCHP) - pending
University Committee on International Studies and Programs (UCISP) - pending
University Committee for the Library (UCL)
University Military Education Advisory Committee (UMEAC) - pending